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Underground distribution cable: The early days
When the Highway Beautification Act of 1965 was passed, millions of miles of power cable were installed underground instead
of overhead. Lifespan of the underground product was thought to be 50 years or more. It seemed that the day of Underground
Residential Distribution cable (URD) was here.
Yet within 10 years, premature failures started surfacing at an alarming rate. Many manufacturers stopped producing URD
cable. Hendrix began to dig for the source of the issue, and the only answer was rigorous testing.

Corona discharge testing: Pinpointing
critical areas of production
In 1972, Hendrix was fortunate to have George Raikos as our Director of
Technology. He initiated an intensive program of defect analysis at Hendrix,
which involved cable produced in our plant, as well as competitors’ products.
Corona discharge testing was used to determine if there was a defect in
the cable. The cable would then be dissected to locate the defect. Once
discovered, the defect would be closely examined to determine where in the
manufacturing stream it had occurred. The manufacturing process would then
be corrected and the product improved.

Testing standards above industry values
As testing continued, George Raikos and others at Hendrix realized that the standard industry test requirements of the time were
just not rigorous enough.
In 1974, Hendrix instituted Hendrix Quality (HQ150). This was corona discharge testing at 150/volts per mil, a standard that far
exceeded the industry norm.
In 1976, we increased the test voltage per mil to 200/v, and all URD cable tested at these higher levels would
not be shipped unless it passed - even though it was perfectly acceptable by the industry standards and
customer specifications.
In 1994, the utility industry adopted the 200/volts per mil requirement into the standards of AEIC and ICEA – 18 years after
Hendrix adopted the standard internally.

Institutionalized QC and
a culture of analysis
For decades now, Hendrix has focused on product testing and analysis.
Our view is that quality begins with engineering and is created through
manufacturing. Testing data is used to validate product quality as well as the
processes that precede it.
Our training program for product testing emphasizes variation, problem
solving, statistics and rational subgrouping. This is a key concept at Hendrix:
manufacturing, not quality control, is responsible for the integrity of the cable.
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Process and people
At Hendrix, each professional in the manufacturing process knows the criteria
for the standard we bear. Quality documentation is electronically available to all
employees. Operators know that they are responsible for the results, and that
their results are recorded in a customer test report. Managers oversee every
stage of the reporting process.

Other key aspects of quality
assurance at Hendrix include:
• Every employee receives 18 hours of Statistical Process Control (SPC) training upon being hired.
• Additional SPC and Design of Experiment (DOE) training is continuous for all manufacturing personnel.
• System Level Procedures (SLP) link to instructions for all testing and inspections.
• Documentation is executed at every level with the SLP driving all aspects of production.
• Internal Monitoring verifies knowledge. Internal Assessments monitor the system as well as routine data analysis to ensure the
system stays current and relevant.

Quality is at the heart of our company
culture. It is a professional practice we
engage in every day.
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